Security Snapshot Services

**Whole Disk Encryption - $95**
We remotely access your computer and perform the whole disk encryption as required by your Broker Dealer. For Windows 8 we use Bitlocker which is part of the Professional version of the Operating System. If you have the Home/Base version, a $99 upgrade will be needed from Microsoft. For Windows 7 Home or Professional we use BestCrypt. The BestCrypt software is $98.

**Computer / Office Security Analysis - $750 and up depending on complexity**
We review your current computer security requirements as defined by your BD as well and other policies such as if you are an RIA as well. We evaluate your existing security situation, looking at firewalls, server configuration and the state of existing workstations. We document any gaps found between your requirements and your current state. If gaps are found we create a remediation plan to bring the environment into compliance. We then monitor and report on the progress of these measures.

**Computer Security Monitoring - $8 per month per computer**
We monitor the security status of your computer on a daily basis. We detect if any new software was installed and, if it appears to be dangerous, we contact you to discuss the ramifications. We monitor the security patch levels of key software and compare your status to that required by your BD and best practices. If there are security fixes available for your computer, we provide the necessary information and help get those applied. We also check the status of your anti-virus and disk encryption to make sure they are within guidelines.

**Computer Sourcing**
We are an authorized Dell Value Added Reseller and will be happy to help you get your new computer. If you have special needs or requirements we can special order most any configuration.

**Computer Configuration - $275 + any encryption software costs**
Configuration services provided for new computers only. They can be sourced from us or locally and shipped to us.

- **Configure for Broker Dealer security requirements**
  - Encrypt the Drive
  - Set password Policy
  - Set Screen saver timeout policy
  - Apply all Operating System patches
  - Set computer for Auto-update of all Microsoft Products
  - Install Anti-Virus software and configure to policy requirements

- **Configure for functionality**
  - Remove any unneeded software
  - Remove any unneeded Browser Plug-ins or Tool Bars
  - Install Java
  - Install Adobe Reader
  - Install Microsoft Office if needed
  - We can also help move data and settings from the old computer. The cost of this is based on complexity and will be determined after checking the software inventory of the old computer. A rough guideline would be between $95 and $150.

- **Safety**
  - Create System Image Recovery drive
  - Create Encryption Recovery media if applicable

**Secure Remote Backup - 99 cents per Gig of storage per month**
We partner with EMC owned Mozzy Pro to provide backup services. They provide encrypted transmission and storage in SSAE 16 audited and ISO 27001 certified facilities for your back-up needs. We help you configure the back-ups, monitor them on a daily basis and are available to help you in the case you need to do any restorations.

Please contact us at 515-954-7774 if you have any questions.